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Abstract

The availability of large amounts of data is vital for the working of smart cities, which

need to process heterogeneous information on citizens and the surrounding environment

for enabling smart services. Since those data collections can include personal/sensitive

information, ensuring security and privacy of the data collected and produced in a smart

city is a key problem to be addressed. Two of the main pillars for protecting data privacy and

security are anonymization and encryption, which however need to be carefully designed

and adopted for ensuring e!ective protection while not compromising the possibility of

performing analysis, a central aspect in smart cities. In this chapter, we address the problem

of protecting large data collections in the context of smart cities, and illustrate possible

approaches for e!ectively anonymizing data and for encrypting them, while permitting to

perform computations.

Keywords: Data security, data privacy, anonymization, encryption, collaborative compu-

tation.
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1 Introduction

In the vocabulary of our society, a smart city is a place where –to the benefits of its citizens

and of the urban environment they live in– new services are created, and traditional services

are made more e"cient, through the use of Information and Communication Technologies

(ICTs). At their heart, smart cities and smart services are based on the knowledge that

can be extracted from the analysis of large and heterogeneous data streams and collections.

For example, intelligent transportation can leverage mobility data coming from connected

vehicles, images coming from surveillance cameras, information on accidents and plans for

road works to support commuters in finding the best way to move from home to work and

vice-versa, with clear environmental benefits in terms of reduced tra"c congestions and

emissions. Similarly, intelligent healthcare can leverage medical records of patients, real-

time sensing through wearable devices, and information on social contacts for providing

citizens with smart healthcare, with benefits also for the environment in terms, for example,

of better control of contagious diseases. It goes without saying that such a scenario, while

unlocking new means for the common well-being and novel services that can be beneficial

for all citizens, raises at the same time major concerns related to the security and privacy

of the data used, analyzed, and produced [9, 52]. The collected data can include users’

identities, their locations and movements (e.g., collected for intelligent transportation),

health status and medical conditions (e.g., collected for intelligent healthcare), personal

habits and lifestyle (e.g., inferred from smart living applications or intelligent surveillance

systems), social circles and activities (e.g., determined from sensing devices and online social

media platforms), just as mere examples. Improperly accessing, analyzing, modifying, or

sharing those data (be them raw collected data, associations derived from the combination

of di!erent sources, or the result of analysis) may result in major privacy and security

violations, with negative impacts on both the involved citizens, and the overall system of

the smart city that would appear vulnerable and could be considered a threat to its citizens.

It is interesting to underline that guaranteeing protection to data related to individu-
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als is not simply a recommendation from privacy advocates and researchers, but a concrete

requirement also coming from legislators and governmental agencies. For example, the Euro-

pean General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), through its revolutionary requirements

for data protection by design and by default, requires the data controller (i.e., the subject or

entity that determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data) to adopt

appropriate technical and organizational measures designed to implement data protection

principles, and to ensure that, by default, only personal data which are necessary for the

specific purpose of the processing are elaborated 1. Violating these requirements is severely

sanctioned. To this end, ensuring proper protection to data is actually an enabling factor

for permitting smarter cities that make use, in a controlled way, of citizens’ data.

The security and privacy problems that may arise in such a complex scenario are multiple

and diverse [19, 20, 37, 38, 39]. Data in smart cities are collected, transmitted over the

network, stored, processed, and possibly shared. In any of these steps data could be violated,

improperly accessed, tampered without permission, abused for purposes di!erent from what

was the original purpose. The scenario can be further complicated by the (almost inevitable)

use of external platforms (e.g., in the cloud) necessary for storing and processing the huge

amounts of data needed for the working of a smart city. Cloud providers are typically

considered honest-but-curious, meaning trusted for correctly managing data but not for

accessing their contents, hence introducing another variable in the already complex scenario

of data protection in smart cities. In addition, data used in a smart city can be under the

authority of di!erent entities, which may be entitled to specify access or usage restrictions

and requirements. For instance, air quality measurements may be performed by a private

company managing a sensor network, while healthcare data may be under the control of a

public medical authority: combining and analyzing data coming from these two sources may

be of interest for intelligent environmental monitoring, but inevitably requires to comply to

all restrictions that those entities may have specified [24].

The scientific community has devoted major e!orts towards the development of e!ective

1http://data.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj
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models and techniques for protecting data throughout the various steps of their lifecycle.

Two of the main pillars on which more complex solutions, specifically tailored to di!erent

application scenarios, can be built are data anonymization and encryption. In the context

of smart cities, anonymization can be adopted for di!erent purposes, for instance whenever

data should be shared or undergo analysis that, while needing access to part of its informa-

tive content, do not need (and/or cannot access) the identities of the individuals to which

the data pertain. For instance, consider a dataset containing health information of a set

of citizens. To the purpose of intelligent medicine, such dataset can be analyzed by the

local hospital, and knowing who are the individuals behind the analyzed data can permit,

for instance, to link those data to real-time measurements coming from wearable devices

for monitoring patients and promptly intervening whenever a situation arises. The same

dataset could however also be of interest to the local municipality to determine relationships

between pollutant emissions (collected through a sensor network) and respiratory diseases:

in this case, the medical dataset could (and/or should, depending on the existing restric-

tions and regulations) be anonymized, so to allow the municipality to study the correlations

without exposing the individuals’ identities. Encryption can instead be adopted to protect

data from unauthorized access, ensuring that only subjects knowing the encryption key can

access a dataset. In the context of smart cities, this can prove extremely useful when lever-

aging the cloud, or more in general external providers, for storing or analyzing the data.

In principle, encryption could be enforced before or after outsourcing to the cloud. In the

first scenario, if the storage provider is not given access to the encryption key, data would

be protected also against it.

Both data anonymization and encryption, while representing promising solutions for

protecting data in di!erent scenarios, still represent open research fields. In particular,

anonymizing data is a complex problem, which has received attention by the research com-

munity for decades now and is still far from having a definitive solution. Similarly, encrypt-

ing data, while representing a simple approach for protecting them against unauthorized

accesses, can represent an obstacle for performing operations and analysis on the data,
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which is however a primary goal in smart cities. In this chapter, we address the problem

of protecting large data collections in the context of smart cities, and focus on the issues

of e!ectively anonymizing/encrypting them while permitting computations over them. We

illustrate basic concepts and survey recent approaches, based on syntactic and semantic pri-

vacy requirements, for anonymizing data collections (Section 2), and discuss and overview

recent approaches for data encryption permitting selective and fine-grained access without

decryption (Section 3). We also overview the problem of allowing collaborative compu-

tations combining di!erent data sources while obeying di!erent access restrictions to the

involved data (Section 4). We finally give our conclusions in Section 5.

2 Data anonymity

Ensuring data anonymity is a problem far from having a trivial solution. The straightfor-

ward solution of removing all identifying information (e.g., names or e-mail addresses) from

a piece of data unfortunately does not o!er any anonymity guarantee. Besides identifiers,

there might in fact be other information, called quasi-identifier (QI), which may be used,

possibly in combination with other data sources, to link de-identified (and only apparently

anonymous) data to the individuals to whom such data pertain [21]. Examples of QI can

include date of birth, gender, addresses, and other information whose combination may be

peculiar to an individual. Completely removing or obfuscating also QI information along

with the removal of identifiers, while possibly enhancing data privacy, may prevent use-

ful analysis on the protected data, which is a key aspect in smart cities and must not be

overlooked.

To illustrate how QI can be used to re-identify individuals, consider the dataset in

Figure 1, produced by the public hospital Hosp of a smart city for intelligent healthcare and

reporting, for a set of citizens, the most recent diagnosis they had along with demographic

information. Figure 2(a) illustrates a de-identified version of the dataset in Figure 1, where

social security numbers and names of patients have been removed. Still, the de-identified
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SSN Name BirthDate Gender ZIP Diagnosis

978-05-0111 Andrew 1955/07/05 M 12311 Stroke
978-06-0212 Barbara 1970/10/13 F 12333 Flu
978-04-0513 Carl 1955/07/10 M 12313 COVID-19
978-12-0114 Donna 1970/10/20 F 12331 Flu
978-07-0715 Elizabeth 1970/06/15 F 12332 Cancer
978-42-0116 Flynn 1955/07/20 M 12312 Asthma
978-56-0217 Gladys 1970/06/03 F 12324 Cancer
978-12-0118 Harriett 1970/06/28 F 12325 Dementia
978-00-0319 Isobel 1970/10/13 F 12326 Flu
978-63-0120 Janet 1970/12/01 F 12344 Depression

Figure 1: An example of a dataset including health information for a set of citizens.

dataset contains attributes BirthDate, Gender, and ZIP that may be linked to other non-

de-identified data sources to restrict the uncertainty over some of the respondents (i.e., the

individuals to whom data refer). Suppose that the de-identified dataset is shared by Hosp

with private organization Env, in charge of maintaining a sensor network for intelligent

mobility, and which has access to the smart city civil registry. If the registry includes only a

female, born on 1970/12/01 and living in 12344, then Env (and any subject having access to

the registry) can easily re-identify the last record of the de-identified dataset as pertaining

to Janet, disclosing also the fact that Janet’s most recent diagnosis is depression. Such

linking attack is unfortunately a concrete threat to the protection of individual’s identities:

a uniqueness analysis over the US 2000 Census data has estimated that more than the

60% of the entire US population is uniquely identifiable by the simple combination of their

gender, ZIP, and full date of birth [33].

The scientific community has devoted major e!orts towards the definition of e!ective

approaches for anonymizing data while ensuring their utility, according to di!erent privacy

requirements and definitions. A first definition of privacy (syntactic definition) captures,

with a numerical value, the degree with which a dataset is protected. An example of a

syntactic privacy definition can state that each release of data should be indistinguishably

related to no less that a threshold number of individuals in the overall population (Sec-

tion 2.1). Syntactic privacy definitions are at the basis of di!erent approaches aimed at

protecting both the identities of the individuals represented in a dataset, and their sensitive
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SSN Name BirthDate Gender ZIP Diagnosis

1955/07/05 M 12311 Stroke
1970/10/13 F 12333 Flu
1955/07/10 M 12313 COVID-19
1970/10/20 F 12331 Flu
1970/06/15 F 12332 Cancer
1955/07/20 M 12312 Asthma
1970/06/03 F 12324 Cancer
1970/06/28 F 12325 Dementia
1970/10/13 F 12326 Flu
1970/12/01 F 12344 Depression

(a)

Name Address City ZIP BirthDate Gender

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Janet 1100 Main Street Portland 12344 70/12/01 female
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(b)

Figure 2: A de-identified version of the dataset in Figure 1 (a) and an example of publicly
available non de-identified (b) dataset.

information. A second definition of privacy (semantic definition) captures the protection

that should be ensured by the analysis carried out on a dataset that includes information

to be protected. An example of a semantic privacy definition can state that the result of an

analysis on a released dataset must be insensitive to the insertion or deletion of a record in

the dataset (Section 2.2). Semantic privacy definitions are at the basis of di!erent protec-

tion approaches aimed at hiding the actual original informative content of a dataset, while

ensuring adequate statistical results.

Protection approaches enforcing syntactic privacy definitions assume a precise defini-

tion of what information can operate as QI, and of what information is sensitive. These

approaches then typically satisfy the privacy desideratum by modifying the QI with non-

perturbative techniques, in such a way to guarantee data truthfulness. On the other hand,

protection approaches enforcing semantic privacy definitions do not need such strict classi-

fication of information as QI and sensitive. They typically perturb data and thus do not

guarantee their truthfulness. In the remainder of this section, we overview some of the most

well-known protection approaches pursuing both syntactic and semantic privacy definitions.
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SSN Name BirthDate Gender ZIP Diagnosis

1955/07/** M 123** Stroke
1955/07/** M 123** COVID-19
1955/07/** M 123** Asthma
1970/10/** F 123** Flu
1970/10/** F 123** Flu
1970/10/** F 123** Flu
1970/06/** F 123** Cancer
1970/06/** F 123** Cancer
1970/06/** F 123** Dementia

Figure 3: An example of 3-anonymous version of the dataset in Figure 2(a).

2.1 k-Anonymity

k-Anonymity is an anonymization approach pursuing a privacy requirement that demands

that no release of data can be related to less than a certain number k of individuals [47].

k-Anonymity has been specifically designed to counteract the improper disclosure of indi-

viduals’ identities through the QI-based linking attack illustrated in Figure 2. k-Anonymity

is based on proper modifications to the QI (besides the complete removal of identifiers) to

ensure that no piece of data in a dataset can be uniquely related to its respondent through

her QI, and vice-versa. Practically, k-anonymity ensures that each combination of QI values

in a dataset appears with at least k occurrences. In this way, each individual in any external

data source could be mapped to 0 or at least k records in the anonymized dataset. This

guarantee can be obtained in di!erent ways. The original proposal of k-anonymity adopts

data generalization (to the QI) and data suppression. Data generalization is a data protec-

tion technique, which replaces data values with other more general values. For instance, an

individual’s complete date of birth !year/month/day" can be generalized to !year/month",

or just to !year". Since generalization (while maintaining data truthfulness) removes de-

tails from data, with reference to the QI-based linking attack in Figure 2, it is easy to see

that the more generalized the QI, the less probable the risk of finding unique correspon-

dences with external data sources. Data suppression is adopted by k-anonymity to reduce

the amount of generalization that would otherwise be needed. For example, the dataset in

Figure 3 represents a k-anonymous version of the dataset in Figure 2(a) with k=3. Note
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SSN Name BirthDate Gender ZIP Diagnosis

1955/**/** M 123** Stroke
1955/**/** M 123** COVID-19
1955/**/** M 123** Asthma
1970/**/** F 123** Flu
1970/**/** F 123** Flu
1970/**/** F 123** Flu
1970/**/** F 123** Cancer
1970/**/** F 123** Cancer
1970/**/** F 123** Dementia
1970/**/** F 123** Depression

Figure 4: An example of 3-anonymous version of the dataset in Figure 2(a) without sup-
pression.

that the last record of the original dataset, pertaining to Janet, has been suppressed to

reduce the amount of generalizaton adopted to ensure 3-anonymity: since Janet is the only

respondent born in December 1970 in the original dataset, to obtain 3-anonymity (or, more

precisely, k-anonymity with k > 1) while including her record it would have been necessary

to generalize the date of birth removing also the month, as illustrated in Figure 4. Note also

that such solution would collapse all the female records in a single equivalence class (i.e.,

the set of records sharing the same QI values). In these situations, it is better to remove a

few outlier records if this can require less adoption of generalization.

The 3-anonymous dataset in Figure 3 has been obtained adopting suppression at the

level of entire records, and generalization at the level of attributes (in such a way that

all the values of a certain attribute are uniformly generalized). Clearly, both techniques

could be adopted at di!erent granularity levels also. Regardless of the granularity level,

the more the generalization, the more the protection but also the more the information loss

caused by the release of imprecise and incomplete information. The problem of computing

a k-anonymous version of a dataset minimizing information loss is NP-hard, and several

approaches have been proposed [21]. Alternative proposals achieve the k-anonymity require-

ment by using, instead of generalization, microaggregation [27], which selectively replaces

data items with new ones and hence, unlike generalization, does not preserve data truthful-

ness. Microaggregation-based k-anonymity clusters records in groups of size at least k based
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on their similarity, and then replaces their QI values with a representative one computed

through an aggregation operator (e.g., mean or median).

While a k-anonymous dataset e!ectively protects the identities of data respondents

and is less vulnerable to the linking attack in Figure 2, it still may leak information not

intended for disclosure on respondents’ sensitive information. As an example, consider the 3-

anonymous dataset in Figure 3, and suppose that a recipient knows that a target respondent

is born on October 1970. The recipient can therefore see that the target respondent belongs

to the second equivalence class in Figure 3, and that her most recent diagnosis is flu, even

without discovering which is her actual record. This is due to the fact that all the records

sharing QI value !1970/10/##" have the same value for the sensitive attribute Diagnosis. As

another example, consider the last equivalence class. Respondents in this class have around

0.7 probability of having cancer, since 2 records out of 3 assume this value. If the actual

probability of su!ering from cancer in the overall population is (significantly) lower than 0.7,

the simple fact that a target respondent is included in the last equivalence class can signal

to a recipient an increase in the likelihood that such respondent is su!ering from cancer. To

counteract similar issues, the original definition of k-anonymity has been extended to the

consideration of the sensitive values when clustering records in the equivalence classes for

ensuring the k-anonymity requirement. Examples of well-known extended approaches are !-

diversity [44], which demands that each equivalence class contain at least ! well-represented

values for the sensitive attribute (therefore counteracting the first issue mentioned above),

and t-closeness [43], which demands that the distribution of the values of the sensitive

attribute in equivalence classes be close to the distribution of the attribute in the overall

table (therefore counteracting the latter issue mentioned above). For example, the dataset in

Figure 5 is a 2-diverse (and 3-anonymous) version of the dataset in Figure 2(a), where each

equivalence class counts at least !=2 di!erent values for the sensitive attribute Diagnosis.

It is interesting to note that any approach devised for practically enforcing k-anonymity

can be easily extended for ensuring !-diversity and t-closeness, by considering the values

assumed by the sensitive attribute.
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SSN Name BirthDate Gender ZIP Diagnosis

1955/**/** M 1231* Stroke
1955/**/** M 1231* COVID-19
1955/**/** M 1231* Asthma
1970/**/** F 1233* Flu
1970/**/** F 1233* Flu
1970/**/** F 1233* Cancer
1970/**/** F 1232* Flu
1970/**/** F 1232* Cancer
1970/**/** F 1232* Dementia

Figure 5: An example of 3-anonymous and 2-diverse version of the dataset in Figure 2(a).

The generalization-based approaches illustrated above ensure a certain degree of unlink-

ability between an individual and her identity and/or sensitive information by hiding each

individual in a crowd of at least other k$1 individuals that could possibly have her identity.

Such protection comes at the price of producing imprecise or incomplete QI information.

A di!erent strategy, pursuing the same rationale of breaking the correspondence between

an individual and her information but without generalizing QI, is represented by data frag-

mentation. With fragmentation, the original dataset is split in a set of vertical fragments

defined over non-overlapping subsets of the original attributes, to break the correspondence

between data that should not be visible together, such as the QI and the sensitive data. The

sub-records in the di!erent fragments are then clustered, and information on the association

among clusters is released, so to hide the original precise associations between sub-records

in coarser-level associations among clusters. This approach can be e!ectively adopted for

enforcing the protection approaches illustrated above without resorting to generalization.

For instance, !-diversity can be achieved by clustering records in groups containing at least

! well-represented sensitive values, and then splitting the dataset in two fragments so that

one contains the QI, and the other the sensitive attribute. Each sub-record in the fragments

is enriched with the identifier of the cluster to which it belongs, so to release associations

among groups [51]. Figure 6 illustrates an example of a fragmented version of the medical

dataset in Figure 2(a) (again, after the removal of the last record) that satisfies !-diversity

with !=2: it is easy to see that each respondent in the left-hand-side fragment can be asso-
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SSN Name BirthDate Gender ZIP ID

1955/07/05 M 12311
1955/07/10 M 12313 1
1955/07/20 M 12312
1970/10/13 F 12333
1970/10/20 F 12331 2
1970/06/15 F 12332
1970/06/03 F 12324
1970/06/28 F 12325 3
1970/10/13 F 12326

ID Diagnosis Count

Stroke 1
1 COVID-19 1

Asthma 1

2
Flu 2
Cancer 1
Cancer 1

3 Dementia 1
Flu 1

Figure 6: An example of a 3-diverse version of the dataset in Figure 2(a) with data frag-
mentation.

ciated with at least 2 di!erent values for the sensitive attribute Diagnosis. Note that in the

figure, in line with the original fragmentation-based approach [51], sensitive attribute val-

ues are reported in their fragment only once, accompanied by their number of occurrences

(attribute Count).

Data fragmentation has been investigated also for protecting, besides the association be-

tween respondents’ identities and their information, generic associations among data items

when such associations are considered sensitive [2, 10, 12]. Intuitively, the original dataset

can be split in a set of fragments so to break all sensitive associations, while ensuring that

fragments are unlinkable by unauthorized subjects (so to avoid the possibility of reconstruct-

ing the broken associations, either directly or indirectly). Sub-records in the fragments can

then be clustered, and associations among the clusters can be released [13].

2.2 Di!erential privacy

Di!erential privacy is an example of a protection approach that pursues a semantic pri-

vacy definition [28]. Unlikely the generalization-based and fragmentation-based approaches

illustrated in Section 2.1, di!erential privacy does not guarantee the truthfulness of the

protected data, since its protection guarantees come from the perturbation of either the

original data, or the results of a computation. Di!erential privacy permits to perform com-

putations over a dataset, without exposing data of the single individuals. The requirement

pursued by di!erential privacy is that, given a dataset T and an analysis over it, the impact
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that the insertion of a record in T (and, similarly, of the removal of a record from T ) can

have on the result of the analysis is limited. More precisely, given two datasets T and T !

di!ering only for one record, a randomized function K is said to satisfy "-di!erential pri-

vacy if and only if P (K(T ) % S) & exp(") · P (K(T !) % S), with S a subset of the outputs

of K and " a privacy parameter (clearly, the lower the value of ", the greater the protection

o!ered). This guarantees that the contribution of the specific data of an individual to the

computation results remains negligible and, therefore, that the privacy of that individuals

is not exposed by her contribution to the dataset: should her withdraw her data from the

dataset, the results of the computations would not be altered significantly. In other words,

di!erential privacy limits the information gain that a recipient can have on the specific data

of an individual. Such protection is obtained through the controlled perturbation (e.g.,

controlled injection of noise) in the released data.

With respect to the moment in which protection is enforced (i.e., when data are dis-

torted), di!erential privacy can be enforced in a centralized scenario, where individuals

contribute their original (unprotected) data to a central entity in charge of data collection,

and protection is then enforced, by the central entity, interactively (i.e., adding noise to the

results of analysis carried out on the original dataset) or non-interactively (i.e., producing

a sanitized version of the original dataset). This scenario assumes that the central entity

be trusted for accessing the original and unprotected data, as also implicitly assumed also

by the generalization-based and fragmentation-based approaches illustrated in Section 2.1.

Di!erential privacy can however also be enforced in a local scenario, based on the random-

ization of the individual pieces of data directly at the respondents’ side, that is, before being

collected (e.g., [6, 29]).

3 Data encryption

Data anonymization permits to sanitize data collections to be shared, publicly or selectively.

Since the amounts of data that need managed in the context of smart cities can be extremely
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large, also storage can represent an issue. The availability of a multitude of specialized cloud

providers, o!ering storage capabilities at competitive prices, represents a promising solution

for data management. However, cloud providers are typically not considered fully trusted

to access the content of the data they store, especially in the context of smart cities where

(citizens’) data can be sensitive, proprietary, or simply subject to access restrictions. For

instance, health data collected and produced by Hosp for intelligent healthcare are sensitive

and should not be improperly disclosed, even if outsourced to the cloud to relieve Hosp

storage and management burden. A possible solution leverages owner-side encryption, by

means of which a data collection is encrypted by its owner before being outsourced to a

cloud provider. While e!ectively protecting data from improper observations by the cloud

provider and by unauthorized subjects that do not know the encryption key, encryption can

have an impact when the outsourced data are to be retrieved by authorized subjects. In the

remainder of this section, we overview the problems of ensuring selective and fine-grained

access to outsourced data.

3.1 Enabling selective access

The main problem of enforcing selective access to data that have been outsourced to the

cloud is caused by the fact that neither the cloud provider (for security and/or trust reasons)

nor the data owner (for performance/convenience reasons) can evaluate access requests. A

possible solution consists in the outsourced data to self-enforce access restrictions, through

selective owner-side encryption [16]. With selective owner-side encryption, di!erent data

items are encrypted by their owner (before being outsourced to the cloud) with di!erent

keys, which are then distributed to users in such a way that they can decrypt all and only the

data items for which they are authorized. With such an approach, data are protected also

against the cloud provider itself, which is not communicated any encryption key. To reduce

the burden of key management for the users, selective owner-side encryption is typically

accompanied by key derivation techniques, by means of which the value of an encryption

key can be computed starting from the value of another encryption key and of a piece of
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r1 r2

Alice 1 0

Bob 1 1

Figure 7: An example of access matrix.

public information [4].

The derivation of a key ky from another key kx is enabled by a public token tx,y com-

puted as ky'h(kx, ly), with ' the bitwise xor operator, h a deterministic non-invertible

cryptographic function, and ly a public information associated with ky. A careful adoption

of key derivation permits each user to manage a single key only, from which she can then

retrieve all the keys of all the data items she is authorized to access. The overall key deriva-

tion process, regulating which user can derive which keys, is controlled by the data owner

through the definition of appropriate key derivation structures correctly modeling the au-

thorization policies [22]. For example, consider two users Alice and Bob and two resources

(e.g., two data items) r1 and r2, and an authorization policy such that Alice can access r1,

and Bob can access r1 and r2 (as illustrated by the access matrix in Figure 7). With selective

owner-side encryption and key derivation, a possible solution can require to encrypt r1 and

r2 with keys k1 and k2, respectively, and to communicate to Alice and Bob encryption keys

kAlice and kBob, respectively. Figure 8 illustrates and example of a key derivation structure

along with the catalog T storing the tokens enabling a possible derivation for enforcing the

authorization policy. Nodes in the structure correspond to keys, and edges to tokens. An

edge from ka to kb models the existence of a token enabling the derivation of kb from ka. For

example, with reference to the structure in Figure 8, it is easy to see that Bob can derive

both keys k1 and k2 for accessing the two resources he is authorized to access starting from

his own key kBob, that is, managing a single key only.

Since access to a resource is granted with the knowledge of (or the possibility to derive)

the key adopted for its encryption, changes in authorization policies should be reflected by

a re-encryption of the involved resources, so that encryption correctly reflects the updated

policy. Since the cloud provider is typically not trusted to access plaintext data, such an
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kAlice kBob

k1 k2

T

From To Value

kAlice k1 k1!h(kAlice, l1)
kBob k1 k1!h(kBob, l1)
kBob k2 k2!h(kBob, l2)

Figure 8: An example of key derivation structure and token catalog.

operation would in principle require the data owner to locally perform the re-encryption

herself, and to upload to the cloud the re-encrypted resources. To reduce the burden for

the owner, a possible solution is to adopt two independent layers of encryption over data

items: one for enforcing the original policy, and a second one for enforcing updates to the

policy [16]. If the cloud provider is trusted to correctly manage data (as commonly assumed

in the honest-but-curious trust model), the management of such second layer of encryption

can be delegated to the provider itself, which can then easily manage policy updates without

accessing plaintext data (which remain always wrapped by the first layer of encryption).

The token catalog is then updated to allow authorized users to derive the two keys used at

the two levels for the resources they can access.

Selective owner-side encryption can also support dynamic scenarios of digital data mar-

kets, when data owners wish to make their data selectively available to others possibly

receiving an incentive. Incentivizing owners to share, in a controlled way, their data is

indeed relevant to smart cities, where analysis and computations of di!erent data sources

can fuel novel services to citizens. For examples, intelligent healthcare can benefit from

more individuals sharing their health data and measurements. In these scenarios, selective

encryption (adopted for protecting data against the storage provider as well as unauthorized

external subjects) can be coupled with blockchain [23]. A possible solution is to publicly

store on-chain the structure to be used for key derivation, in such a way to securely log the

interactions among the subjects, and the possible incentives that the owners should receive

for making their data selectively available [31].

The owner-side selective encryption approaches illustrated above typically use symmetric
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encryption. An alternative solution for enabling selective access with asymmetric encryption

is represented by attribute-based encryption (e.g., [34, 40, 42, 49]). Similarly to selective

encryption, also with attribute-based encryption authorizations are enforced by permitting

a user to decrypt di!erent data items. In particular, attribute-based encryption is based on

the definition of attributes, relevant for the authorizations, associated with users and data

items. The decryption of a data item by a certain user is permitted if that user’s attributes

match the attributes of the data item. Encryption keys are then generated accordingly so

to allow the correct enforcement of the authorization policy.

3.2 Enabling fine-grained access

When data are outsourced to a cloud provider in encrypted form, and the cloud provider

is not given access to the encryption keys, enabling fine-grained access (e.g., retrieving the

name and age of the patients whose most recent diagnosis is flu and who live in a certain

area) can represent an issue. In fact, the cloud provider cannot access plaintext data

to retrieve only those data items that satisfy the conditions in the access request. Clearly,

permitting only the retrieval of the entire dataset and perform the filtering at the requesting

side is not a viable solution, due to its unacceptable overhead. The research community has

therefore investigated the problem and proposed di!erent solutions for (partly) delegating

the evaluation of fine-grained access conditions directly at the provider side.

A first family of solutions is based on the definition of indexes. Indexes are metadata that

can be associated with data by their owner before being outsourced. In the context of rela-

tional databases, indexes are represented as additional attributes added to the outsourced

relation. Indexes are defined for attributes expected to be involved in query evaluation, and

reflect the values assumed by the attributes for which they are defined without disclosing

their values. Given a relation, the owner then outsources to the cloud an encrypted and in-

dexed version. Figure 9 represents an encrypted and indexed version of the medical dataset

of Figure 1. In this case, encryption is applied at the granularity level of records (i.e., each

record is encrypted as a whole), and two indexes have been defined for attributes ZIP (IZ)
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Figure 9: An example of an encrypted and indexed version of the dataset in Figure 1.

and Disease (ID) Queries are translated for operating on indexes: since indexes are not

sensitive, queries on them can be executed by the cloud provider itself, and the final user

can possibly discard from the result only those records that have been included due to the

imprecise evaluation over indexes (e.g., when more plaintext values are mapped to a same

index value). Indexes can be defined in di!erent ways, and can support di!erent kinds of

operations (e.g., to support range conditions over indexes, it is necessary that the mapping

between original and index values correctly reflects the original ordering) [18, 36, 48]. For

example, index IZ is defined as a bucket-based index (a type of index that splits the domain

of an attribute in buckets and associates each bucket with a label), such that ZIP values

from 12310 to 12319 are mapped to index value #, from 12320 to 12329 are mapped to index

value $, and from 12330 to 12339 are mapped to index value %. Index ID is instead an

encryption-based index, which associates each attribute value v with an index value i(v)

obtained by applying a deterministic encryption function to v.

Alternative solutions are represented by the adoption of searcheable or homomorphic

encryption schemes. Searcheable encryption schemes support the search, over encrypted

data, of data whose decrypted version satisfies a certain condition (e.g., [25, 41]). To

increase the e"ciency of the search process, searcheable encryption schemes can tolerate a

certain amount of information leakage [8, 26]. Homomorphic encryption schemes support

the evaluation of operations over encrypted data without the need of decrypting them

(e.g., [7]). Homomorphic encryption schemes can be classified depending on whether they
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support only a specific kind of operation (partially homomorphic schemes, such as El-Gamal

scheme for multiplications, or Pailler scheme for additions), generic computations over data

an arbitrary number of times (fully homomorphic schemes), or generic computations for a

limited number of times (somewhat homomorphic schemes) [1, 32, 50].

Di!erent kinds of encryption may also be used in combination in an onion-like approach,

where each data item is encrypted with di!erent layers of encryption, and each layer sup-

ports a specific operation on data. Inner layers support more operations, and are expected

to provide less protection [45]. When an authorized user requires a given operation on a

data item, then the encryption layers are removed (i.e., through decryption) until the one

supporting the required operation is reached and the operation can be executed.

4 Collaborative computations

Combining di!erent data sources and performing computations and analysis over them can

generate knowledge. This is particularly relevant in the context of smart cities, character-

ized by the collection and production of huge amounts of heterogeneous and diverse data

about citizens and their environments. For instance, health information collected through

a variety of sensors may be usefully combined with mobility data and social interactions ex-

tracted from social media services to monitor and possibly control the di!usion of infectious

diseases. Since computations involving di!erent data sources can be intensive, a promising

solution for mitigating their economic costs consists in delegating (parts of) the computa-

tion to cloud providers o!ering computation capabilities at competitive prices. However,

the data involved in a computation can be sensitive or subject to access restrictions, and

it is therefore necessary to ensure that the involvement of external subjects (i.e., the cloud

providers) in the computation does not expose information not intended for disclosure. In

the context of relational databases, several approaches have been proposed for enabling

secure collaborative computations over data. Traditional solutions can be based on the def-

inition of views (e.g., [35, 46]), representing portions of a dataset for which di!erent subjects
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are authorized, or on access patterns (e.g., [3, 5]), restricting the data that can be accessed

based on the input that is provided by a subject. Such solutions however only capture

the information that is explicitly involved in the computation, while a computation may

also leak information not explicitly visible. For instance, consider a relational query of the

form select Name, Surname from MedicalData where Diagnosis=‘Cancer’. Its result,

despite containing only patients’ names and surnames, implicitly contains information on

their diseases as well, in terms of the fact that all returned patients su!er from cancer. For

this reason, a subject not authorized to access patients’ diagnosis should not access the

result of the query.

To permit collaborative computations with the selective involvement of non-fully trusted

providers, while controlling both explicit as well as implicit information flows, recent propos-

als have built on the idea of keeping track, as the computation proceeds, of the operations

that are being executed and of the implicit information flows they cause. This permits, for

instance, to maintain information on the join conditions evaluated in the computation of

a relation, which reveal the fact that the tuples surviving the join appeared in both the

joined relations [17]. To enlarge the spectrum of the possible subjects that can collaborate

for the computation including, for instance, providers that o!er computational resources

at competitive prices but are not fully trusted to access plaintext data, a recent proposal

permits the data owners to specify di!erent levels of visibility over their data: the classical

yes/no visibility over a data item, and the encrypted visibility, meaning that the subject can

only access an encrypted version of the data item [14]. The proposal in [14] enforces autho-

rizations regulating the visibility over data by dynamically injecting, in the computation,

on-the-fly encryption and decryption operations. In this way, depending on the subjects

to which the di!erent parts of the computation are delegated, visibility over plaintext data

is dynamically disabled and enabled. A computation can then be distributed to the most

convenient providers, for instance based on economic factors, while enforcing the authoriza-

tion policies set by data owners. To counteract improper flows of information, the proposal

in [14] evaluates the information flow enacted by the computation, considering for each step
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Figure 10: An example of a collaborative query execution with dynamic encryption

of the computation both its explicit and its implicit informative content, depending on the

specific operations that have been executed until then. Authorizations are then enforced

against both explicit and implicit information flows. Figure 10(a) illustrates and example of

an execution plan for a query over three relations R1, R2 and R3 (owned by three subjects

S1, S2 and S3 respectively), where nodes represent traditional operators of relational algebra

(projection &, selection ', join ()). Assume the existence of a computational providers S4,

which o!ers computational resources at competitive prices but cannot access all involved

data in plaintext. Figure 10(b) illustrates an example of assignment of query operations to

the di!erent subjects in the system (owners and the computational provider S4), assuming

that the computation of the joins and of the final projection is executed, by S4, on encrypted

data. This requires the injection of on-the-fly encryption operations on the input relations

to the join operations. The encryption operations are performed by subjects S1, S2 and

S3 (which produce the relations to be encrypted). Note that if S4 were not authorized to

access the attribute(s) over which the selection over R1 is executed, then it would not be

allowed for the join computations, since such a selection would cause an implicit informa-

tion flow leaking the value of the attribute(s) over which it is performed [14]. The proposal

in [14] has been also extended to scenarios where the original relations are outsourced to
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non fully-trusted storage providers and hence stored in encrypted form (Section 3) [15].

Other aspects that have been investigated in distributed query evaluations include the

possibility of permitting users to specify constraints on how the query should be evaluated,

for instance, to specify that all join operations should be executed by a specific subject

only (e.g., [30]), and cooperative executions of pre-determined computations with the help

of trusted hardware components (e.g., [11]).

5 Summary

Anonymization and encryption are two of the main pillars that can be adopted in smart

cities for protecting the privacy and security of data whenever they are shared or out-

sourced for storage or computation. In this chapter, we have considered the problems of

anonymizing datasets and of encrypting them while permitting computations over them,

and we have surveyed possible approaches for addressing them. We also have presented

recent approaches for collaborative computations that can be enabled by data encryption

for protecting visibility over sensitive data.
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